HEAT STRESS – WORKING INSIDE

LOCATIONS
The following areas have elevated heat and are included in the Heat Stress Program.

- Main Steam Plant
- School of Medicine Steam Entrance (B49)
- Steam Vault
- Few/Evans Reclamation Waste Vault
- All Steam Manholes
- Steam Tunnels
- Chemistry Building Pit
- Whitehead Mechanical Space (L83)
- Administration Building Attic
- Cox Hall Steam Entrance
- Gambrell Hall Steam Entrance
- Dobbs Hall Mechanical Space (G-29A)
- Michael Street Chiller Plant
- Whitehead Memorial Research Building Chiller Plant
- Physical Education Center Mechanical Room
- Quad Chiller Plant
- EHSO Warehouse
- Math and Science Steam Entrance
- Carlos Hall Attic Mechanical Room
- The Recycle Center
- Oxford/Language Hall Mechanical Room
- Oxford/Pierce Hall Attic Mechanical Room
- Oxford Farm Barn

Exercise caution and adhere to the specified recommendations while working in these areas.

- Drink plenty of cool water throughout the work period.
- Wear proper PPE, such as cooling vests.
- Implement proper engineering controls, such as the use of cooling fans.
- Open doors to the cool area or to promote airflow, when possible.